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As all of people who have learned a foreign language such as English know  - 

slightly easy language to get a knowledge and learn, up to an opinion. Learning 

language is easy and fast for several learners to extend middle degree, as the vital 

grammatical structures are ordinary and the vocabulary is common and often has 

symbols in students’ native language. This one of the reason which has English become 

so popular as an international language - to speak it to a level in which two humans can 

connect  is   easy. Yet when students intend for higher degree,  are  more tricky. 

Advanced grammar is rather difficult, with in a large number conditional and modal 

construction to relate, but in general this is not the most difficult part. The real 

difficulties in training English to an advanced level are firstly all of them such as phrasal 

verbs and misunderstandable words that natives use and secondly of course, 

pronunciation. 

A necessary issue is exactly in EFL meaning, pronunciation suitable site related to 

training that’s why it was able to help how to pronounce English voices and sounds 

easily to learners. To consider the effects of tongue twisters on pronunciation capability 

of students faced with various learning styles. Through using tongue twisters in the 

experienced group the students were trained, on the contrary, in the control group they 

were tough through repeatedly style. According to findings of the research there was not 

noticeable difference based on pronunciation capability between students with reflective 

learning style and those with active learning style. 
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Some kids could not differences between one word and next because of one single 

letter that either changed into another one. So  that their parents and most interprising  

scholars discovered those tongue twisters. Even some students are forced to recite long 

hour speech lesson by their teachers. 

Tongue twisters, as you probably know, are silly and strange poems that use a lot 

of resembling sounds and voices. They are phrases of words or collection that are hard to 

say correctly and make your tongue feel like it is all twisted up. A lot of people say 

tongue twisters for fun or as challenge, but they actually have an important benefit. 

Tongue twisters can help improve our pronunciation skills. 

Alliteration is the first concept to be taught in tongue twisters teaching. Lots of 

words begin with the same consonant sounds in alliteration. In this case you come across 

some difficulties to pronounce these words because you have report the same sounds 

over and over. In the end, tongue twisters are the mixture of great fun and function 

during classes. 

The aim tongue twisters are to speak the foreign language to perfection. In the 

spellings the subtle change make many words meanings, look different and definitely 

pronounced different.       

 ‘’Peter Piper Picked a Peck of Pickled Peppers’’ 

‘’She picked sea shells on the sea shore’’ 

‘’Bubble bobble, bubble bobble, bubble bobble’’ 

As I mentioned above, some twisters admire or love to say more and more again. 

Tongue twisters are fun to say and sometimes the tongue gets so more twisted that the 

mind skips and then you cannot stop laughing and then they try to again and again. The 

point of them is practice the mind and the tongue to make them coordinated. Some 

consider that it is a just wrong way of learning these comments come from those who do 

not understand the English language and those who do not believe to speak it well. 

One of the effectively way of pronouncing words I tongue twisters just as song for 

kids that children should listen to it several times. The mind and the tongue are spread 

by the nursery rhymes, naturally it expends the tongue muscles. It is said that the last 

result is always the same depending on the words, they was heard as quite resembling 

sound. I think you know numerous such consonants in English language – you can note, 

for instance, ‘’t’’ and ‘’d’’, ‘’z’’ and ‘’s’’, ‘’l’’ and ‘’r’’ – especially the last couple is well 

known for equivalent of tongue twisters in foreign language. In terms of English tongue 

twisters work on similar way. From  experiencing  hard and repeat words for an hour a 

day.  They can reach their aims – speak clearly, fluently, distinctly and also they will 

understand others very well. 

According to the final result of practicing this tongue twisters is usually the same – 

hard tongues soften and soft tongues harden. They depend on the words they use. If you 

want improve your pronunciation other skills, you should learning your personal choice 

a bit better especially every day. 
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There are many tongue twisters in the internet and also you can find them from 

books. For instance: 

‘’Nine nice night nurses nursing nicely’’ 

‘’But she said the butter’s bitter’’ 

‘’Betty Botter bought some butter’’ 

‘’I thought I thought of thinking of thanking you’’ 

While you can come across but tongue twisters you should write down them in you 

comfortable place when you see them, come best ideas on your mind from the early 

morning. This practice persuades you to save you goal in mind of you in a whole day. 

There is one of thing that you should pay attention to it that more you train, the better 

you do – that’s why try to find such as kind of tongue twisters to practice. 

Finally they will be able to speak distinguish language with ease, like they were 

born a native resident. 

And with time you will see how fast and fluently you can talk in English with 

everyone. If you are really motivated and interested in refining  your tongue’s fine 

motor skills (so to speak ), get into the good habit of learning and reciting these special, 

according to your personal choice, tongue twisters every day. 
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